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The UK Parliament values research

• Academic research is really important to, and valued by, the 
UK Parliament 

• However, it is not feeding into Parliament as much as it could

(See: ‘The use of research evidence in Parliament’ for more)

https://www.parliament.uk/mps-lords-and-offices/offices/bicameral/post/work-programme/evaluating-the-use-of-evidence-/


Supporting and encouraging engagement



The UK Parliament and REF 2014

• 20% of case studies (n= 1,282) outlined substantive engagement with Parliament (more 
here)

• So, engaging with Parliament is a way for researchers to have demonstrable impact

• However, policy impact can be risky, difficult to evidence and often involves an element 
of serendipity 

• Moreover, the policy world (who’s who and what do they do) can be difficult to 
understand… and therefore write about in a REF impact case study

http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2015/10/19/the-impact-of-uk-academia-on-parliament/


The UK Parliament and REF 2021

• JAN 2018: Meeting between staff from legislatures, Research England and REF panel 
chairs
• Research England explaining more about the REF
• Legislatures explaining how we use research and what we see as impact
• All having a conversation about reconciling different understanding of impact, and 

how we can support academics to have REF-able policy impact

• SPRING 2018: Legislatures co-write a briefing on ‘Research Impact in Legislatures’ to feed 
into the REF assessors’ discussions whilst drafting guidelines and panel criteria. 



Research Impact in Legislatures



The UK Parliament and REF 2021

• JULY 2018: Research England release draft guidelines and criteria for REF2021…



The UK Parliament and REF 2021: 
Types of policy impact



The UK Parliament and REF 2021: 
Indicators of reach and significance



Take away lessons 

for achieving national policy impact



Lesson 1

Get the right people together – literally in the same place



Lesson 2

Researchers, policymakers and those in the middle need to 
better understand each other’s worlds



Lesson 3

Take things from the abstract to concrete, and do it with 
shared understanding and language
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Traditional/societal ‘impact’

• links and challenges in both types of ‘impact’
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 Differences within the EU, especially
pertaining to ‘societal impact’ of research

• the necessity of conceptualizing and
advocating, especially ‘societal impact’

 Traditional/societal ‘impact’ in the context of 
SSH research at national and EU level

 The increase of ‘impact’ through the 
interaction of domains
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Excellence as ‘impact’

“Excellence as the core underlying principle ensures
quality. Having excellence as the main criterion for 
allocating funding has helped the first scientific
publications of Horizon 2020 to be cited already at twice
the world average rate. Patents produced through the 
program are of higher quality and likely commercial value
than similar patents produced elsewhere. Horizon 2020 
already has supported some 17 Nobel-prize winners.”

 traditional measures of excellence

Horizon 2020 interim evaluation: maximising the impact of EU research 
and Innovation

Brussels, 11. 1. 2018.
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How to increase ‘visibility’ and showcase ‘impact’?

 the path to a ‘holistic’ approach
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A brief historical overview of documents that attempt to include

‘non-article’ and ‘non-book’ indicators of excellence → one of 

the challenges of expanding traditional ‘impact’
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This kind of thinking is also reflected in the

San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment

DORA (December 2012)

 “...for the purpose of research assessment consider the value and 
impact of all research outputs (including datasets and software).”
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The Leiden Manifesto for research metrics

(Diane Hicks et al., Vol. 520, Nature 2015)

 states that the abuse of research metrics

has become too widespread to ignore

 stress on „regional outputs”, especially

important in SSH, in which research is

more regionally and nationally engaged

 outputs in ‘national’ languages
 this is still an unresolved issue
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How to stress the necessity of including different

kinds of metrics that are already evident? 

„Next-generation metrics: Responsible metrics and evaluation for open science. Report 

of the European Commission Expert Group on Altmetrics“. 

https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/report.pdf.

 The changing landscape of evaluation.

 An opportunity for SSH research.
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 Again, differences within Europe, differences especially pertaining

to EU-13.

(UK-REF evaluations)

 This brief overview shows that even what can come under the heading of 

‘traditional impact’ is not resolved and needs constant updating and revision.
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Future ‘impacts’ in the EU

Lamy Report

The public value of Social Sciences and Humanities and

their contributions to the next European research

framework programme Horizon Europe 2021-2027, 

which will be organized in three pillars – Open

Science, Global Challenges and Open Innovation.
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Lamy Report

Recommendation 11: Better capture and communicate impacts.

 The post-2020 EU R&I programme needs a definition of impact that goes beyond 
GDP

 impact on science, skills and competences, competitiveness of European 
industry, innovation practices, performance of Member States, and on 
policy-making

 The Commission should work with Member States to develop a system to measure 
the impacts of EU R&I programmes at national level in a comparable way, with an 
agreed core set of impact indicators that everybody will use.

 a common basis for all EU members
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Lamy Report

Recommendation 11: Better capture and communicate impacts. 

(continued)

 Communication on relevance and impacts to citizens will be

improved by moving from individual success stories to portfolio 

analysis.

 Beneficiaries of EU R&I funding should become principal 

communicators on impact – they must be sure that what they do 

is responsive and responsible to society at large.
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 Suggestion to Commission (and all member states) that they should

develop a common action in exchange of best practices how to 

make science and citizens talk
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Recommendation 8: Mobilise and involve citizens

• The Netherlands and Denmark already have successful initiatives for involving

citizens for R&I agenda setting.

• The necessity of a better understanding of social change, maximum use of 

social media (link to alt-metrics), etc.
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Humanities in the Context of ‘Interdisciplinarity’:

Understanding Innovation

 Inter/Multi/Transdisciplinarity – Achieving Synergy

 The Humanities and Social Sciences not only address global 

issues inherent in the Grand Challenges, but also identify and

research cultural (national) differences or ‘different cultures

of knowledge’. All Grand Challenges are by their nature societal

and often global in nature, but inherently anchored in specific

cultural domains. 
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During the work of the Lamy Group quite a number of meetings were held

with stakeholders and researchers from the “innovation world”.

 to Pascal Lamy’s direct question as to what is the most important

feature of ‘innovation’, the answer was always ‘multidisciplinarity’
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 The challenge of fostering ‘multidisciplinarity’

 The challenge of raising the awareness of the SSH 

community to engage not just in disciplinary endeavors, but 

also in ‘multidisciplinary missions’
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 ‘Impact’ should be seen as a multilayered concept that bridges the so-called

traditional and links it to the so-called societal

 ‘Impact’ should be viewed in its entirety and this concept should be equally

spread throughout the EU
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THANK YOU!
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Next up:

12.45-13.45

13.45-15.45

Lunch

Plenary Closing Lumbye Hall


